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Pintle chain nomenclature

667X 21.000CC

Center to center dimension between the chain

116P

FBAR

BO

Type of attachment

Number of links between attachment

FH

C/CthgneLniahC Finish
C/L
type

Bar dimension section: Thickness x Width

Size of chain

Lenght of chain in pitch or in feet

3/8 x 1:1/4

Bar dim.
section

E2

Every
... link

Att.
type

58

Qty
att.

Quantity of attachement

Attachment description

Finish: BC = Black coated (Powder coating)
BF = Bare finish
BO = Black oxide
BP = Black painted

CR or WP = Corosion resistant or water proof
EC = E-Coated
NP = Nickel plated

ST/ST = Stainless steel (No coating)

(.....)

Spec. notes

Special notes
-For chain in lenght, if it is more than 1 C/P installed,
 we must specified the C/P & C/L quantity we want.
-For connecting link, we must specified the C/P &
 C/L quantity we want.

Connecting style: (See sketch below)
FH = Flats in Holes and on pin
TD = Tear Drop shape holes &

pins (our standard)

S2

Start
on link

Start on link number

L

Att.
side

667H

If other components are supplied
assembled on the attachment beside
"Rubber Flight" (RF) as describe for
F10, F11, F12 (S & H), F13, SEB &
SHB, please consult our engenering
for the part number.

108P

G28

36 E3 (.....) BC TD

662

10' (Incl. 2 C/P) BP TD

S2

88K

Assemble in pair

Connecting link

In lenght

Single strand
with attachment

667XConnecting pin

(Incl. 2 C/P) EC FH

BO TD

667XAttachment RAS BO FH(.....)

Attachment side on chain:
L = Left
R = Right

Only for att.: ASO, ASSO, G27, G27S, G27T, G28, G30, G30S,
G37, G37S, G38, G50, HB10, K1S, KSB, SF5

L R

Ex.: P7

Ex.: P5, P6

Ex.: P4

Ex.: P7

Ex.: P8



Notes:
1- "TD" type of pin can not fit in old design of connecting. The hole of the old connecting must be drill (grinded) to a

round shape to fit "TD" type of pins or flats must be done on the pin.
2- Standard packing is 10' chain in a plastic bag into an individual carton box.
3- Chain in lenght (single or in pair) are rolled on itself and attached.
4- Always include one connecting pin installed. (C/P = Connecting pin, C/L = Connecting link)

"TD" Connecting style"FH" Connecting style

Pintle chain, single strand, with attachment
S-Quad nomenclature

667H 116P G28 BO

Type of attachment

Number of links between attachment

FH

Chain Nb Pitch Finish
C/L
type

Size of chain

Number of pitch on chain

E2

Every
... link

Attachment
type

58

Qty
att.

Quantity of attachement

4

L

Att.
side

Attachment side on chain:
L = Left
R = Right

Finish: BC = Black coated (Powder coating)
BF = Bare finish
BO = Black oxide
BP = Black painted

CR or WP = Corosion resistant or water proof
EC = E-Coated
NP = Nickel plated

ST/ST = Stainless steel (No coating)

(.....)

Spec.
notes

Special notes
For chain in lenght, if it is more than 1 C/P installed, we
must specified the C/P & C/L quantity we want.

Attachment description

L R

Connecting style: (See sketch below)
FH = Flats in Holes and on pin
TD = Tear Drop shape holes &

pins. (our standard)

If other components are supplied
assembled on the attachment beside
"Rubber Flight" (RF) as describe for F10,
F11, F12 (S & H), F13, SHB & SEB, please
consult our engenering for the part number.

S2

Start
on link

Start on link number



Notes:
1- "TD" type of pin can not fit in old design of connecting. The hole of the old connecting must be drill (grinded) to a

round shape to fit "TD" type of pins or flats must be done on the pin.
2- Standard packing is 10' chain in a plastic bag into an individual carton box.
3- Chain in lenght (single or in pair) are rolled on itself and attached.
4- Always include one connecting pin installed. (C/P = Connecting pin, C/L = Connecting link)

"TD" Connecting style"FH" Connecting style

Pintle chain in pitch lenghts
S-Quad nomenclature

5

667X 116P

Chain Lenght

Size of chain

Lenght of chain in pitch

(Incl. 2 C/P)

Spec. notes

Special notes
For chain in lenght, if it is more than 1 C/P installed, we must
specified the C/P & C/L quantity we want.

EC

Finish: BC = Black coated (Powder coating)
BF = Bare finish
BO = Black oxide
BP = Black painted

CR or WP = Corosion resistant or water proof
EC = E-Coated
NP = Nickel plated

ST/ST = Stainless steel (No coating)

Finish

TD

C/L
type

Connecting style: (See sketch below)
FH = Flats in Holes and on pin
TD = Tear Drop shape holes &

pins. (our standard)



Notes:
1- "TD" type of pin can not fit in old design of connecting. The hole of the old connecting must be drill (grinded) to a

round shape to fit "TD" type of pins or flats must be done on the pin.
2- Standard packing is 10' chain in a plastic bag into an individual carton box.
3- Chain in lenght (single or in pair) are rolled on itself and attached.
4- Always include one connecting pin installed. (C/P = Connecting pin, C/L = Connecting link)

"TD" Connecting style"FH" Connecting style

Pintle chain in feet lenghts
S-Quad nomenclature

667X 10'

Chain Lenght

Size of chain

Lenght of chain: 10' or other

6

TD

C/L
type

Connecting style: (See sketch below)
FH = Flats in Holes and on pin
TD = Tear Drop shape holes &

pins. (our standard)

(.....)

Spec.
notes

Special notes
For chain in lenght, if it is more than 1 C/P installed, we must
specified the C/P & C/L quantity we want.

BO

Finish

Finish: BC = Black coated (Powder coating)
BF = Bare finish
BO = Black oxide
BP = Black painted

CR or WP = Corosion resistant or water proof
EC = E-Coated
NP = Nickel plated

ST/ST = Stainless steel (No coating)



Notes:
1- "TD" type of pin can not fit in old design of connecting. The hole of the old connecting must be drill (grinded) to a

round shape to fit "TD" type of pins or flats must be done on the pin.
2- Standard packing is 10' chain in a plastic bag into an individual carton box.
3- Chain in lenght (single or in pair) are rolled on itself and attached.
4- Always include one connecting pin installed. (C/P = Connecting pin, C/L = Connecting link)

"TD" Connecting style"FH" Connecting style

Connecting link & connecting pins
S-Quad nomenclature

667X BO TD

hsiniFniahC
C/L
type

Size of chain

7

Finish: BC = Black coated (Powder coating)
BF = Bare finish
BO = Black oxide
BP = Black painted

CR or WP = Corosion resistant or water proof
EC = E-Coated
NP = Nickel plated

ST/ST = Stainless steel (No coating)

Special notes
We must specified the C/P & C/L quantity we want.

(Incl. 2 C/P)

Spec. notes

667X BO TD

Chain Finish
C/L
type

Connecting style: (See sketch below)
FH = Flats in Holes and on pin
TD = Tear Drop shape holes & pins. (our standard)

Size of chain

Finish: Bare finish when no specification
BC = Black coated (Powder coating)
BO = Black oxide
BP = Black painted

CR or WP = Corosion resistant or water proof
EC = E-Coated
NP = Nickel plated

ST/ST = Stainless steel (No coating)

Pin

Link

Connecting style: (See sketch below)
FH = Flats in Holes and on pin
TD = Tear Drop shape holes & pins. (our standard)



Notes:
1- "TD" type of pin can not fit in old design of connecting. The hole of the old connecting must be drill (grinded) to a

round shape to fit "TD" type of pins or flats must be done on the pin.
2- Standard packing is 10' chain in a plastic bag into an individual carton box.
3- Chain in lenght (single or in pair) are rolled on itself and attached.
4- Always include one connecting pin installed. (C/P = Connecting pin, C/L = Connecting link)

"TD" Connecting style"FH" Connecting style

Attachments
S-Quad nomenclature

667X SHB BO

Type of attachment

TD

hsiniFniahC
C/L
type

Size of chain

Attachment
type

8

L

Att.
side

Attachment side on chain:
L = Left
R = Right

Finish: BC = Black coated (Powder coating)
BF = Bare finish
BO = Black oxide
BP = Black painted

CR or WP = Corosion resistant or water proof
EC = E-Coated
NP = Nickel plated

ST/ST = Stainless steel (No coating)

(.....)

Spec.
notes

Special notes
For chain in lenght, if it is more than 1 C/P installed, we must
specified the C/P & C/L quantity we want.

L R

Connecting style: (See sketch below)
FH = Flats in Holes and on pin
TD = Tear Drop shape holes &

pins. (our standard)





























































Since 1969, Canimex has built its reputation in North
America as representative for major international
manufacturers of mechanical components. We are
proud of our partnership with world leaders such as:
COMER, SOM, TG...

Since our customers are our first priority, our main
objective is to ensure their entire satisfaction. Want
to innovate? You can count on the reliability and
efficiency of our team of experts.

Always at your service!


